Library Director Bows Out
by Florbella Bongalos

De La Salle University Library Director Ms. Perla Torres Garcia retired on her birth anniversary on August 29, 2006, expressing her “sincerest appreciation and profound gratitude” along with the thoughts that her “years of service to the University have been an enjoyable journey towards her retirement,” and that she “will forever cherish her pleasant work experience with his humane University.” The faculty and staff of the Library pay this tribute on the occasion of her retirement.

It has been a singular source of satisfaction for us to serve as faculty and staff during a time when, Perla has been Library Director. And it gives us particular pleasure to be able to join everyone in sending her our best wishes as she leaves the Library.

It is written that no institution ever employs a good woman. It just borrows her for a few years of her life before she moves on to better and more enjoyable things. We borrowed Ms. Perla Garcia from her family and of course, we borrowed her from her coffee setting! In the case of De La Salle University, we had Perl for 25 years – 19 of which were spent in the Library!

Perla or PTG started way back — waaaaaay back to the DLSU Research Center days – initially in 1980, in the then Integrated Research Center. She, among her other tasks, held the purse strings of the Center. She had, along with her other effective ways, the knack for keeping the RC budget in order, balanced to the last two decimal places. She carried with her this mania for preciseness until she retired from active service as Director of the DLSU Library.

When she transferred to the Library in 1987, she carried with her the enjoyable memories she had of the Center — “the happiest she had in the academe,” she would say over and over again. In retrospect, either research became her first love or it became her favorite pastime. And that commitment for research became her strong guiding force in the many years that follow.

Perla T. Garcia as she addresses the library personnel during one of their assemblies.

PTG was appointed as Director of the Library, a position she held for 15 years, first from 1987 to 1994 and again from 1998 to August of 2006. There is no one who has ever held the post twice as she has done.

She made the development of the library systems one of her high priorities. The DIALOG Information Retrieval Service, with over 350 databases from various disciplines, became
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available at the University Library in 1991. In 1999, the School ID replaced the use of the library card in the conduct of its business with its patrons. The Book Tracking System, tracing and status and whereabouts of a particular book became available in 2003. Three library systems were each in turn used while she was head – Unesco’s CDS-ISIS in 1988, the T-Series (formerly TINLIB Version 300) in 1995; and in January 2004, the library migrated to the integrated system called the Millennium Library Automation System of Innovative Interfaces, Inc. This made the DLSU Library the first Millennium site in Philippine academic libraries. Until PTG left from active service, she expanded the library collection and in a variety of formats, both in the traditional and electronic forms.

As library administrator, she was tough but fair taskmaster. She was most impatient with tardiness and we recall her untiring efforts towards the promotion of punctuality and professional grooming in work. She delighted in receiving the list of early birds among the library staff hoping to read a 100% list. Often, at the end of the school year, she would, from her own pocket money, treat staff members to a nice lunch those who maintain perfect attendance records for the whole academic year.

In May 2003, PTG was appointed one of the three (3) members of the Board for Librarians (BFL) of the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC). She became Chair of the Board in 2004 and holds the position until the present time. When R.A. 9246, otherwise known as the Philippine Librarianship Act of 2003 was enacted and approved in 2004, the BFL, with Ms. PTG as Chair, was instrumental in drafting the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Act, the Standardized Guidelines and Procedures for the Implementation of CPE, and the Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility for Librarians. The Board executed the IRR and the other guidelines and procedures in a record of three months.

PTG contributed significantly to what she was assigned to do while keeping a quiet profile within the great University. On the occasion of her birth anniversary and the 85th year of the University, we in the Library salute this woman and gratefully acknowledge her contributions to the growth and development of the library for the DLSU academic community.

On this note, again, we would like to wish PTG all the very best on behalf of all of us. We really hope she will have a wonderful trip to wherever … filled up with satisfaction of continued work for the things she believes in, of new beginnings and of course, of personal reinvention. We can only say that this old woman, who is young at heart, of strong character, and filled with the ideas and ideals that thrust forward into tomorrow will have no time - not yet, nor intention — to enter her Sunset Boulevard.

It is nice to think that this is not a matter of saying ‘we won’t forget you’ but, that ‘you won’t forget us either,’ ...

---

**Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Donates Materials**

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, thru their Public Affairs Missionaries, Elder Delwin T. Pond and Sister Kathryn M. Pond donated materials to the DLSU library. Twenty two (22) volumes/pieces of materials consisting of hardbound books and manuals, video tapes, searchable CD-ROMs, and compact discs were turned over to the library last August 16. Ms. Perla T. Garcia, the Library Director, received the gifts from the donors in the presence of William S. A.

Elder D. Pond (2nd from right) turns-over the materials to P. T. Garcia, Library Director

Frias, the Collection Development Librarian and Janryll F. Fernandez, Assistant Director of Public Affairs of CJC.

---

**Reciprocal Borrowing Terminated**

Please be informed that the reciprocal borrowing agreement between the DLSU-Manila Library and the College of St. Benilde - Learning Resource Center has ceased. Instead, the on premise use policy shall apply for both libraries. This will take effect on the second term of SY 2006-2007.

Ms. Ana Maria Fresnido, Head of the Technical Services, and Fely Caparas, assistant librarian at the Archives, attended the PAARL forum on “E-Books, E-Library, E-Publishing.” The forum introduced librarians, information professionals, students and school administrators to the major developments in information technology particularly in electronic resources. It also presented tools and ideas that enabled the participants to be better prepared and equipped with the current demands of their profession. Issues and concerns relating to electronic resources in the library environment were also discussed. Resource speakers were from the information industry, the library profession, and the publishing industry. They were Prof. Salvacion Arlante, the University Librarian of the University of the Philippines, Ms. Jean Tiu Lim, General Manager and Mr. Aaron Joshua Tiu, Assistant Product Manager, both from Mega TEXTS Phil., Inc. The forum was sponsored by the Philippine Association of Academic and Research Librarians (PAARL) and was held on August 30, 2006 at World Trade Center, Financial Center Area, Roxas Blvd., Pasay City.

Librarians and Faculty Select More Books at WTC

Once again, Mrs. Jo Balangue, the Acquisitions librarian, Mrs. Willian Frias, the Collection Development librarian, and Mrs. Cynthia Cordova, the Filipiniana librarian and some faculty members had their book shopping spree at the 27th Manila International Book Fair held at World Trade Center Metro Manila, Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue cor. D. Macapagal Blvd., Pasay City. Held from August 30 to September 03, the book fair staged the biggest and widest book show in the country, combining local and foreign companies and guest exhibitors while “holding creative special events designed to complement the industry and to delight book-lovers as well.” The librarians were lucky enough to be there at the fair during the opening ceremony. Together with the many guests, they were able to listen to the guest balladeer, Mr. David Pomeranz, as he sang several hit songs, such as “King and Queen of Hearts” and “Born for You”. Mrs. Balangue has yet to finish counting the total number of books selected, the total cost, and check the titles against the existing titles we already have in the
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4. Rosamaria Traina, Chief Librarian, Mary Joy Collado, High School Librarian, Emily Asgaullo, Internet Researcher, Atan Logarita, Graduate School Librarian, Gloria D. Paan, College Librarian, Maet Andes, Guidance Counselor, and Romeo Maqno, Lorna Colleges, San Fernando City, La Union

11. Nimfa Maniago, Chief Librarian, Ma. Teresa Canlas, Head, CER, Nancy Quimiao, Head Librarian, Jenny Joven, Librarian, and Heidi Oclo-Cuenca, Librarian, Holy Angel University, Angeles City

18. Cecilia Tolentino, PHILFEJA, 823 Loyola, Sampaloc

10. Tokuko Utsuno, Japan

Donors

The DLSU Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

Araral, Eduardo
Arboleda, Pia
Asian Development Bank
Bureau of Internal Revenue
Cagayan Valley Programme on Environment
Chiu, Anthony
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saint
Dadios, Elmer
Gomez, Edgardo
International Development Research Center
Josue, Wilfred Dominic
Lopez Group Foundation
Luistro, Armin FSC
Prudente, Maricar
Puertollano, Azucena
Quevada, Nikko
Santiago, Edwin
Santiago, Florenda
University of St. Louis-Tuguegarao
Wright, Gregory FSC
1. Books

BF – Psychology

BX – Christian denominations

H – Social sciences (General)

HB – Economic theory. Demography

HC – Economic history and conditions
New frontiers in the economics of innovation and new technology: essays in honor of Paul A. David. Edited by Cristiano Antonelli ... [et al.]. HC79. T4 N48 2006. 3rd floor, Circulation.

HD – Economic history and conditions. Industrial management. Production
Capitalism at the crossroads: the unlimited business opportunities in solving the world’s most difficult problems. Stuart L. Hart. HD60 H364 2005. 3rd floor, Circulation.
Information and communication technology in organizations: adoption, implementation, use and effects. HD30.3 I5 2005. 3rd floor, Circulation.
HF – Commerce


HG – Finance


HM – Sociology


HQ – The family


HV – Social pathology. Social and public welfare. Criminology


Healing wounds, mending scars. HV6322.3D4 H4 2005.
3rd floor, Circulation.

**LA – History of education**


**LB – Theory and practice of education**

Achieving and sustaining institutional excellence for the first year of college. Betsy O. Barefoot ... [et al.]. LB2343.4 A24 2005a. 3rd floor, Circulation.


Getting a PhD : an action plan to help manage your research, your supervisor and your project. John A. Finn. LB2386 . F56 2005a. 2nd floor, Information-Reference.


**QA – Computer science**


**QA – Mathematics**


The Fourier transform and its applications. Ronald N. Bracewell. QA403.5 B7 2000b. 3rd floor, Circulation.


**QC – Physics**


**QD – Chemistry**


**QH – Biology (General)**


**QP – Physiology**


**RA – Public aspects of medicine**

**T – Technology (General)**


**TA – Engineering (General)**


**TD – Environmental technology. Sanitary engineering**


**TK – Electrical engineering. Electronics**


**TR – Photography**


**Z – Libraries and library science**


**2. Periodicals**

**A Print local magazines**

- Pinoy Global Access is published bi-monthly by Merk Media, Inc. featuring articles on the life of successful overseas Filipinos in the field of arts and entertainment.
- Prime Asia Magazine is published monthly by Trademark Concepts, Inc. featuring articles on banking, investment and leisure.

**3. Instructional Media Resources**

**A Equipment**

- Vacuum cleaner for OHP – 1 unit
- Overhead projectors for Andrew Gonzalez Hall – 15 units
- Desktop Computers for Andrew Gonzalez Hall – 2 units

**4. Archives Resources**

**Faculty Papers**

- Agcaoili, Dexter
  – Forwards and swaps: a study of risk management in the Philippines
  – The Philippine derivatives market
- Alfonso, Marnie
  – A study on double hop microwave communication link connecting Bubulong-Munti, Pampanga to Mt. Balungao, Pangasinan
- Balce, Nerissa
- American insecurity and radical Filipino community politics
- The Filipina’s breast: savagery, docility, and the erotics of the American empire
- Pizza and pretense

• Bautista, Lilia
  - A correlational study of students academic achievements and teachers’ effectiveness and personality traits
  - Standards for the effective management of preschoolers: a review of literature

• Belo, Lawrence
  - A comparative study on the color removal performance of utilizing different sources of activated carbon on a garment processing industry wastewater
  - A system dynamics approach on the life cycle analysis of coal-fired power generator

• Bombongan, Dominador
  - Cultural globalization: beyond the homogenization thesis
  - Signposts for lay empowerment in Vatican II

• Borja, Josephine
  - Kinetics of polychlorinated biphenyls biodegradation using biofilm grown on biphenyl
  - Preliminary study on the biodegradation of PCBs in water by acclimatized biofilm

• Co, Lawrence
  - A loan officer's responsibility to the bank and customer

• Cuarto, Victor
  - Cultural life in the Philippines during the Japanese occupation, 1942-1945
  - Four aspects of Philippine-Japanese relations, 1930-1940
  - Isang panimulang pag-aaral ukol sa urbanisasyon ng bayan ng Imus
  - SSEAYP alumni in the Philippines, 1974-2003 Nippon Maru’s unfinished Journey in the lives of Filipino youth
  - Under the shadows of the Kempi

• Cuansing, Eduardo
  - Melting of the nanocrystalline vortex matter in highly anisotropic high-temperature superconductors

• Datuin, Flaudette May
  - Alfredo Juan and Isabel Gandinez Aquilizan leaving/living home through art
  - Balaybay@kasibulan.net
  - Critical categories as social categories
  - New voices paradigm shifts: towards an other moder-

- Remap Asia
- The spaces of masculinity and femininity in the visual arts

• De Castro, Renato
  - Exploring the prospect of China’s peaceful emergence in East Asia
  - Exploring Southeast Asia’s 21st century defense economies: opportunities and challenges in the era of globalization, 1997-2005

• Dela Cruz, Arleigh Ross
  - Indigenous peoples’ issue: the Cordillera people’s struggle for self-determination

• Dela Paz, Edelina
  - A focus on patients’ rights
  - Onward with the struggle for social change
  - Predictors of medical school performance of students admitted in the special categories of the UP College of Medicine

• Dela Cruz, Noelle Leslie
  - Feminist philosophy: an overview
  - Masculinity and war: a critical evaluation of feminist analyses of war
  - Paradoxes of time, the self, and freedom in Audrey Niffenegger’s the traveler’s wife
  - Why aren’t all women feminists?: feminist politics in a postmodern era
  - Why aren’t all women feminists?: feminist politics in a postmodern era
  - Feminist philosophy an overview

• Erasga, Dennis
  - The politics of biodiversity
  - Profile of 4 Barangays in Pasacao Camarines Sur
  - Profiles of Barangay 628 and Barangay 636, Sta. Mesa, Manila
  - Of rice and environmental science
  - Sociology through active transformative learning

• Fabian, Giovanni
  - A detailed steps tutorial in the Boolean operation features of CATIA V5 part design workbench for MEMCADD laboratory class

• Gonzalez, Emmanuel
  - An assessment on the built-in control education in the electronics and communication engineering curriculum of De La Salle University-Manila (May 2000 to December 2005)

• Gutierrez, Alma Ma. Jennifer
  - A study on the effect of shift rotation and nap time on nurses physiological and cognitive performance
indices

- Halcon, Frederick
  - An analysis of the increase in foreign direct investment in mainland China in the 1990s and its effects on its economy & trading partners.

- Lacatan, Luisito
  - Development of a real-time monitoring display for logic trainers

- Lanuza, Godofredo
  - Job-fit: its drivers and outcomes among HR practitioners
  - Meeting the HR challenges of the future
  - The paradoxes of leadership: a profile of successful Filipino business leaders

- Lim, Jose Marie
  - Comparison between an aerobic mixed-bed biofilm/anoxic suspended growth reactor and an aerobic/anoxic suspended growth reactor in removing NH4+ from landfill leachate

- Lim, Laurence Gan
  - Cross flow turbine speed control using fuzzy logic and a microcontroller
  - Fuzzy logic approximation of motor-dynamometer test data

- Llorente, Cesar
  - Design of water quality data monitoring and collection system for the Marikina River through short message service (SMS)
  - Implementation of a digital storage oscilloscope input and display Subsystems using CPLD

- Lucian, Justin
  - Environmental contingency exercises: an R. P. workbook of simulation for counselor trainees

- Metin, Christian Voltaire
  - Editorial: amidst the trying times
  - Editorial: in memory of the unconditional love shared till the end of time
  - Editorial: Laiban damn project revisited
  - Layag: isang paglalayag patungo sa kalayaan
  - RMP-National Center celebrates the RMP 36th founding anniversary

- Monroy, Teddy
  - Chemical, toxic, and hazardous waste management
  - Preliminary assessment of the performance of freshman students in Engineering algebra at DLSU-Manila

- Morales, Alfredo
  - Approaches and qualities for critical times in educational management
  - Innovative approaches for effective educational management

- Nisperos, Nestor
  - Marketing plan for Multitel Communications Corporations
  - Marketing plan: Star movies, Viva Cinema, Star World, Star Mandarin

- Rabo, Joy
  - Introduksyon sa accounting: bilang 111 simpleng year end adjustments

- Rayos, Nancy
  - Benchmarking the form and content of pre-service teacher education in the Philippines
  - Emerging programs for international students in the Philippines
  - Psychology teaching and research north of Manila

- Salazar, Rosemarie
  - The prediction of satisfaction and satisfactoriness for counselor training graduates

- Salendrez, Herminigilda
  - An update on Philippine Accounting Standard (PAS)/International Accounting Standard (IAS) 16: property, plant and equipment

- Sanchez, Emily
  - Aniceta Pira Vda. De Pimla, Vs. Eduardo Nanquil LS No. 04-1-2441
  - Government assistance to budding entrepreneurs

- Sauler, Mariel
  - The challenges of economic integration from the perspective of the Southeast Asian transitional economies
  - A review essay on new growth theory and its relevance to Asia: a focus on education and social capital

- Tan, Raymond
  - Application of symmetric fuzzy linear programming in life cycle assessment

- Tiodin, Jeffrey
  - Mary Magdalene

- Taningco, Angelo
  - Analysis of current regulatory and supervisory regimes
on cross border capital flows in East Asia

− The determinants of U. S. portfolio equity and board flows to Southeast Asian economies: a regional and countrywide approach

• Tarroja, Caridad
  − Introduction to psychology modules
  − Pre adoptive risk and adoptive family functioning as predictors of the adjustment of Filipino adopted children

• Trogo, Rhia
  − An approach to the organization of a peer-to-peer system for high throughput computing

• Tullao, Tereso
  − Contributions of the regional movement of workers towards the establishment of an Asian community
  − Poor countries-rich countries: a history at issue

• Valenzuela, Michael
  − The faith community: towards a paradigm for evangelization and catechesis in the Lasallian school
  − James Alison and the resurrection in a girardian mode
  − Living the jubilee: a call for Christians today
  − Toward a Lasallian spirituality for social transformation
  − Transforming imagination: an address to religion educators

• Zarate, Maria Jovita
  − Iyang pagsusumamom ng mga alaala: tatlong tula
  − Mata ng unos
  − Sakali mang ako’y lilisan

**Dissertations**

• Doctor of Business Administration

• Doctor of Education in Religious and Values Education


• Ph. D. Filipino Translation

• Ph. D. in Biology
  − Serology and histopathology of taxoplasma gondi infection in Mus musculus (Linnaeus) experimentally exposed to the parasites obtained from chronically-infected Rattus norvegicus (Berkenhout) and Rattus rattus mindanensis (mearns) caught in Dasmarinas, Cavite, Philippines [computer file]. Salibay, Cristina C. 2004. TG-03847 (CD).

• Ph. D. in Industrial Engineering

• Ph. D. in Science Education major in Mathematics

**Theses (Graduate)**

• MA in Counseling

• M. A. Education major in Special Education

- Comparative effects of computer-assisted and traditional testing on the reading skill of elementary children with mild mental retardation [computer file]. Huang, Ming-Yuan (Gina). 2005. TG-03857 (CD).


• **MA in Educational Management**


- MA in English Language Education


• **MA in Guidance and Counseling**


• **MA in Philosophy**


• **MA Language and Literature**


• **Master of Engineering in Electronics and Communications Engineering**

- **Master of Engineering major in Mechanical Engineering**

- **MS in Chemical Engineering**

- **MS Chemistry**
  - Sterols from Cucurbita maxima (Duch.) and terpenoids from Scheflera odorata (Blanco). Lim, Kathleen. 2003. TG-03497.

- **MS in Electronics and Communications Engineering**

- **MS in Guidance and Counseling**

- **MS in Manufacturing Engineering**

- **MS Psychology major in Industrial/Organizational Psychology**

- **MST in Biology**

- **MST Mathematics**

- **Project papers**
  - **Master of Engineering in Electronics and Communications Engineering**

---
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